
Aytu BioPharma: Time For An Intervention 

Introduction 

My motivation for this article is a strong belief in how important “free, fair, and efficient 

markets” are to ensure a properly functioning economic system. The ability for an investor to 

perform effective “Price Discovery” on a publicly traded stock, along with safeguards to protect 

consumers from bad actors is paramount. To be fair, I provided AYTU with all my 

“assumptions” articulated in this article, but they have yet to respond to my written questions. 

Rather than dredge up and repeat the long, dysfunctional history, this article deals primarily with 

events and activities leading up to and after the AYTU acquisition of Neos Therapeutics in 

March 2021. It was an event that many investors (myself included) believed marked a turning 

point for AYTU towards operating as a bona fide public company focused on generating value 

for and acting in the best interests of all its shareholders. Viewed discretely, the issues raised in 

this article may seem minor but considered holistically, they support a theory of complicity in the 

questionable practices by AYTU ownership. 

AYTU, with certain rights to the now U.S., patented Cedars-Sinai Internal UV Light Therapy 

technology ("Healight"), EU & U.S. Fast Track / Orphan Drug status for AR101 (with few 

alternatives to treat vEDS), a CEO-forecasted greater than $90M annual revenue run rate from 

the Prescription Drug and Consumer Health portfolios, and almost cash flow positive (per 

adjusted EBITDA), the current AYTU share price (“SP”) of roughly $0.28 (as at August 16, 

2022) is grossly undervalued. The Company is an extreme example of Benjamin Graham’s “net 

nets”, with a net current asset value of $168.8M (according to the FYQ3 Balance Sheet) but 

trading at a market cap (“MC”) of around $11.5M. If you sold off all of AYTU’s component 

parts, you would theoretically receive almost 15x more than what the company is currently 

trading for. These massive under-valuations don’t persist for as long as they have with AYTU 

unless there is some form of corruption involved. 

https://stocktwits.com/symbol/80M


 

AYTU FY22-Q3 ER 

In the FY22-Q3 ER, AYTU reported a massive loss of ($1.79) due to a huge impairment they 

took on legacy assets. Eliminate the massive Goodwill write-off and adjust the corresponding 

Loss / Gain in FV from Contingency Consideration (highlighted above), AYTU actually turned 

in an EPS of around ($0.30) in that FY22-Q3 ER, beating analyst estimates (see tables to the 

right). AYTU used the manipulated MC decline to reduce Goodwill from previous M&A and 

record additional tax loss provisions, likely clearing the books and path for additional M&A. 

With a low quarterly cash burn, if management were upholding their Fiduciary duty, they would 

use $3-5M of cash on hand to acquire the artificially depressed shares in the market, knowing 

they still have >$10M in the unutilized LoC for emergencies. Shares could have been offered 

ATM after trials got well underway and the path to profitability improved. This never happened. 

The Daily Trading Manipulation 

A simple analysis of the daily AYTU trading data combined with other related information raises 

suspicions of orchestrated historical and ongoing SP manipulation, potentially supported by key 

AYTU stakeholders. One theory, supported by the data included in this article, posits that the 

brutal SP decline and senseless MC is to facilitate a strategy of “asset collection” by AYTU 

ownership i.e., manipulating publicly traded stocks for M&A, like how Neos Therapeutics’ 

acquisition by AYTU was set up by institutional stakeholders over several years. 

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609163491757822_origin.jpg


 

Aytu - Neos SP Performance Comparison 

The artificially-depressed SP that AYTU has been driven down to is less than cash-on-hand 

levels despite the $90M annual revenue run rate and includes zero expected future value of the 

pipeline. This SP manipulation is following a pattern similar to that suffered by NEOS leading 

up to the AYTU acquisition, which was handled by the same institutional stakeholders. The 

NEOS SP was manipulated down over a few months in 2018 from $11, to $5, then to around $2 

and under. The SP was suppressed despite revenue growth and improving bottom line, allowing 

Neos to be bought at a bargain price. One theory suggests the AYTU SP is being deliberately 

manipulated so the company or the assets can be acquired at a substantial discount, or grossly 

undervalued in an equity basedmerger. 

AYTU leadership must be either directly or indirectly complicit in the SP manipulation by not 

providing full and reasonable disclosure on their SP performance and ALL their assets, impairing 

the ability to confirm an accurate valuation and helping artificially suppress the MC. The 

concerns are supported by the material referenced throughout this article. I raised these issues 

very recently with AYTU Investor Relations (AYTU CFO Mark Oki currently handles these 

inquiries) with limited success: 

“We continue to monitor our stock price and, unfortunately, we are trending with the XBI index. 

We continue to focus on our operational goals as we believe this is what will drive long-term 

value. We fully cooperate with all governmental/regulatory inquiries into the trading of our 

stock, but we do not have the ability to interfere with such trading.” 

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609167823579566_origin.jpg


 

Aytu-XBI Index Comparison 

I’m not sure what chart tools Mr. Oki is using to monitor AYTU’s SP performance but mine tell 

a different story. Mr. Oki confirmed a timing in August for an interview but canceled at the last 

minute and has not yet provided a re-schedule. AYTU CEO Josh Disbrow, who is compensated 

quite handsomely for his "stewardship", also refuses to address these issues in public forums. 

This is a clear example of AYTU leadership complicit in promoting a false narrative. 

Taken alone each individual question or issue presented in this article may not be grounds for an 

investigation but taken together, they suggest a pattern of corrupt behavior by key AYTU 

stakeholders. The actions and non-actions described herein have resulted in significant losses and 

value erosion for AYTU investors, many of whom were motivated by an opportunity to support 

the breakthrough Cedars-Sinai MAST Program medical technology, branded “Healight” by 

AYTU who acquired the rights in 2020. 

AYTU’s Capital Management 

The AYTU 10-Q of May 16, 2022, stated: “Management plans to mitigate the conditions that 

raise substantial doubt about its ability to continue as a going concern are primarily focused on 

raising additional capital through public or private equity or debt offerings or monetizing assets 

in order to meet its obligations. Management believes that the Company has access to capital 

resources, however, the Company cannot provide any assurance that it will be able to raise 

additional capital, monetize assets or obtain new financing on commercially acceptable terms.” 

That AYTU 10-Q also stated: “As the Company does not have sufficient cash and cash 

equivalents as of March 31, 2022, to cover its cash needs for the twelve months following the 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/aytu-biopharma-inc-nasdaq-aytu-072819950.html
https://www.csmast.com/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1385818/000165495420004215/aytu_ex991.htm
https://sec.report/Document/0001558370-22-008952/
https://sec.report/Document/0001558370-22-008952/
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609169353250487_origin.jpg


filing date of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, there exists substantial doubt about the 

Company’s ability to continue as a going concern.” 

The use of the word “substantial” is new in terms of being employed to characterize a “Risk” to 

AYTU’s future operations. Yet this “Substantial Risk” is not identified anywhere in the August 

7, 2022 version of the Corporate Presentation, and CEO Disbrow never publicly referenced this 

in any of the most recent investor conferences: Lytham Partners in June nor the Canaccord 

Genuity conference in August 2022. 

Meanwhile, in the recent 10-Q filed in August 2022 by Avalo Therapeutics (majority owned by 

Armistice Capital with Steven Boyd as the former Chairman of the Board), that company, which 

has a long and deep relationship with AYTU, cites the AYTU “Substantial Risk” explicitly in 

regard to payments owed them: “As most recently public disclosed in their Quarterly Report on 

Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2022, Aytu concluded that substantial doubt exists 

with respect to their ability to continue as a going concern within one year after the date that the 

financial statements were issued, or May 2023. As such, the Company fully reserved for the $1.0 

million due in December 2024 and recognized the related expense in cost of product sales for the 

three and six months ended June 30, 2022. The remaining $0.9 million is included within other 

receivables and is contractually owed in the fourth quarter of 2022.” 

Despite what could only be classified as a significant issue and potential risk for investors, 

AYTU leadership has never addressed this with shareholders nor provided specific, detailed 

steps they are taking to mitigate this “substantial” risk. At the very least, it is reasonable for an 

investor to expect AYTU leadership to carefully review all details of their current equity 

situation in the markets to effectively execute their mitigation plan and provide shareholders with 

regular updates. This has never happened. 

An analysis of the data from the daily equity trading activity demonstrates traits of share price 

manipulation as defined by the SEC, yet this is never addressed publicly by leadership despite 

the prevalence of financial professionals on the Board of Directors and as majority shareholders. 

https://irdirect.net/template_files/1081/images/Aytu_BioPharma_Corporate_Presentation_August_2022.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1534120/000162828022020866/avtx-20220630.htm


 

SEC Market Manipulation Information (SEC) 

The daily Bid / Ask spreads and Order Fills suggest deliberate institutional actions to maintain 

the AYTU SP and market cap at an absurdly low valuation, even in the face of positive corporate 

developments. This is evident in the equity trading data history that features a trend in On / Off 

Exchange activity that is unlike the more random pattern typical of small-cap stocks, such as 

AVTX or NAOV, for example. 

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-1660917112692449_origin.jpg


 

Daily Trading Data Comparison (Chart Exchange) 

This deliberate SP manipulation preceded any general market downturn (in contrast to CFO 

Oki’s claims) and has been underway since the close of the Neos acquisition in March 2021. 

What is required now is a more “forensic” review of that data by a regulatory body like the SEC 

to determine the origin of the trades, holders of the shares traded, and other factors to determine 

if any activities violated SEC regulations. 

When you take a deeper dive into the events of each month during this timeframe, you discover 

that the trading activity also allowed certain investors to exit and re-enter the AYTU investment 

at opportune times, often under cover of orchestrated high volume, high-frequency trading events 

(the “pump & dump” schemes certain institutions use to create churn in the market). With a 

Board of Directors made up almost exclusively of investment experts and financial professionals 

and in consideration of the stated “substantial risk” to future financing in the AYTU 10-Q, why 

has there not been a formal response and investigation into this SP performance and other issues 

by AYTU leadership? Instead, the senior leadership team refuses to address or even comment on 

anything to do with the SP, suggesting complicity and collusion. 

Considering all these issues and the absurdly low MC, it’s also reasonable for an investor to 

expect the C-Suite and Board to analyze the current shareholder base through the data reported 

on in the voting during AYTU’s most recent Annual Meeting in May, especially if leadership is 

concerned about raising equity. Analyzing the numbers from shares voting at the Annual 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/collusion#:~:text=Definition%20of%20collusion,in%20collusion%20with%20the%20enemy
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609175203348806_origin.jpg


Meeting it is hard to believe that after a 10-1 R/S in December 2020 that significantly reduced 

the number of shares held, there can be 13M shares held by individuals or institutions that 

wouldn't take the time to voice their opinion after the dismal performance of AYTU stock and 

apathy of management. 

 

AYTU Annual Meeting Voting (Author) 

One interpretation of this data suggests that of the roughly 20M shares represented at the 

meeting, it can be broken down as: roughly 12 - 13M retail SH (# of Broker non-votes + # of 

Votes Withheld); leaving roughly 7 - 8M Institutional/Insider SH. I also suspect that of the 

roughly 13M shares unaccounted for at the meeting, at least 50% (but more likely 75%) are held 

by institutions often acting as market makers (“MM”) and also those responsible for the market 

manipulation. The SEC could confirm this by tracing who holds the unaccounted-for shares. It is 

these millions of shares held in inventory that allowed the MM to churn over 48M volume in 

July 2022, primarily on the retail exchanges, likely to distribute dilution and continue to drive the 

SP down to even more ridiculous levels. 

This issue is of additional interest because of the surprise SEC filing in March 2021 by 

Millennium Management (see below) that indicated the unloading of a significant ownership 

stake in AYTU that had not been previously reported in traditional SEC filings. 

More recently, a SEC filing on August 15 2022 confirmed an over 5% ownership of AYTU by 

CVI, Inc. in an "offshore" account in the Caymans, all connected to Susquehanna, which owns 

Heights Capital Management and has been involved in the ongoing AYTU SP manipulation. One 

theory is that these institutions drive the SP down by manipulating trading by leveraging On and 

Off-exchange platforms, fully hedged with Calls and Puts, then take advantage of tax losses 

onshore before capitalizing on gains in offshore tax havens (read more about these tactics 

HERE). 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1319244/000131924421000184/AYTU_SC13G.htm%20%20https:/www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1385818/000143774921013051/ex_252270.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1319244/000131924421000184/AYTU_SC13G.htm
https://www.propublica.org/article/how-susquehanna-yass-avoided-billion-taxes
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609177081005437_origin.jpg


 

Offshore Holdings in AYTU (SEC) 

AYTU did not respond to my questions on what steps leadership is taking to ensure they have a 

full understanding of their shareholder base and the specific market factors for their equity to 

support effective financing in the future. Instead, a $10M share offering was completed on 

August 15, 2022, for over 23M Common Shares and Warrants at exercise prices of $0.43 and 

$0.429, respectively, while the Share Price was close to an all-time low. With over $19M Cash 

on Hand, sufficient to fund operations until May 2023 (as confirmed in the previous 10Q and in 

the SEC filing for the offering), this public offering was driven by factors other than the 

immediate need for cash. 

The offering announced on August 8th after hours resulted in a 50% drop in the share price, an 

obvious overreaction further supporting the theory of SP manipulation. Amidst all the other 

issues with AYTU, it is suspicious that the average daily Short Volume in the week leading up to 

the Offering announcement (Monday-Friday August 1-5, 2022) was 51.9% of the Total Volume 

reported, including 52.3% reported on Friday, August 5th before the announcement after trading 

hours the following Monday. The average daily Short Volume reported for the period of July 

2021 – August 2022 was 36.5%. Considering all the other questionable trading and valuation 

concerns identified in these documents, leadership investigating why Short Volume would 

suddenly spike immediately preceding the public release of sensitive, confidential company 

information is a reasonable expectation, but no response was provided on this by AYTU when 

queried. 

Armistice Capital exited their majority AYTU investment and their seat on the AYTU Board in 

the calendar year Q3 2021 when the share price was around $3 - 5, only to re-enter in calendar 

https://sec.report/Document/0001558370-22-013649/
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609177564860482_origin.jpg


year Q1 2022 at a significantly reduced share price of $1.25. Armistice then exited that position 

before the most recent June quarter-end and before the stock was walked down to the current 

dumpster level; likely all part of a master plan that Steven Boyd, the head of Armistice Capital, 

who served on the AYTU Board from 2018 to September 2021, would have had valuable insider 

information on. This kind of insider investment activity should warrant investigation, or at least 

C-Suite / Board commentary to reassure investors, especially in light of all the other information 

provided herein. It appears, based on a careful analysis of the AYTU history, that Armistice has 

led an ongoing campaign supported by other hedge funds and company leadership, to manipulate 

the company’s equity to drive a strategy of asset collection and M&A. The tactics employed, 

however, appear to violate SEC rules and regulations and hurt retail investors. 

In the last AYTU 10-K in September 2021 there was interesting information provided on the 

company’s Employee Benefit Plan, which matches employee contributions to their 401K. 

Employee Benefits programs featuring “matching” funds to purchase company shares for an 

employee’s 401k are a common “perk” in many public companies and are often promoted on a 

company’s website to entice prospective recruits. In my question on this to AYTU, they would 

not confirm if the Company Plan is investing in AYTU shares. If they’re not, it would seem 

reasonable for an investor to know, “why not?”. 

One final point regarding AYTU and insiders, the Senior Executives responsible for the AR101 

Pipeline opportunity, Nate Massari and Topher Brooke, were awarded shares in lieu of the cash 

milestone payment for the progress with AR101 (confirmed in the last 10-Q) at these discounted 

levels but have not yet reported these shares in a SEC filing. AYTU has not responded to my 

request for clarification on this item. 



 

AYTU Insider Shares (AYTU SEC Filings) 

In early July EVP Nate Massari left AYTU after achieving the major milestones for AR101 

(described above). In many organizations, the departure of a prominent senior executive 

responsible for a critical pipeline opportunity would merit some acknowledgment by the 

company. Not for AYTU: 

“We have and will continue to disclose if a Name Executive Officer leaves the company, but 

have not made it a practice to announce other departures.” 

The tally of departing senior leaders and directors continues to pile up. AYTU is on its 3rd CFO 

in two years and had two Board members, who were appointed as part of the Neos acquisition, 

resign almost immediately when the rest of the Board refused to even acknowledge their initial 

concerns. This is the cost of bad governance and it’s the shareholders that pay the price. 

Development of the “Healight” Pipeline Asset 

The preliminary formal notification of the next phase “Healight” clinical trial start date was first 

published by AYTU in December 2021 through the NIH’s website but since then the actual start 

date has been repeatedly pushed out; including most recently from June to July 2022, a six-

month delay from the original December 2021 date, without any explanation to shareholders. 

These repeated delays in officially starting this critical trial demand an explanation from 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT05166915?term=Covid-19+and+VAP&draw=3&rank=15
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609179235600424_origin.jpg


leadership, especially after what would appear to be an extremely successful “pilot” study and 

ongoing clinical research. 

AYTU also never informed investors of the first porcine pretrial study in support of the pending 

human clinical trial. The study was only announced publicly in April 2022 upon its completion. 

AYTU has not confirmed or commented on whether the 2nd porcine study, announced in the PR, 

is responsible for the delay in the start of the human clinical trial. 

Another interesting and unaddressed issue in the development of this breakthrough medical 

technology is the role of Cedars-Sinai, which is frequently an engaged investor in companies that 

are helping progress their inventions. Given the risks AYTU identified in the last 10-Q, a 

reasonable inquiry for an investor would be whether this avenue had been explored for AYTU 

funding support. Investors want to know why Cedars-Sinai is OR IS NOT interested in investing 

in the specific application of the internal UV light technology that AYTU has the rights to, 

and/or more likely, why they are not interested in investing in AYTU. 

The AYTU Corporate Presentation states that a successful trial outcome for AR101 represents a 

potential $1B estimated market for this AYTU Fast Track / Orphan status drug, demonstrating 

that leadership is not averse to forecasting the potential revenue opportunity for a pipeline 

treatment. Why has a potential TAM and revenue estimate never been provided by leadership for 

Healight, especially amidst a preponderance of successful outcomes in all the clinical trials and 

research done on this innovative technology? Healight appears extremely close (the first trial 

required only 5 days of treatment per patient) to providing substantial proof of effectiveness or 

non-effectiveness for treating a variety of microbes and viruses yet investors are kept largely in 

the dark on progress. 

 

https://www.cedars-sinai.org/newsroom/reduced-viral-loads-seen-in-covid-19-patients-treated-with-uva-light/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1385818/000110465922049277/tm2213321d1_ex99-1.htm
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/cedars-sinai-medical-centerr/company_financials
https://irdirect.net/template_files/1081/images/Aytu_BioPharma_Corporate_Presentation_August_2022.pdf
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-1660918309440765_origin.jpg


Results from the 2020 "Pilot" Trial (NIH) 

A rough estimate of the potential TAM for Healight suggests billions of dollars in annual sales 

globally. Amidst the “Substantial Risk” from the 10-Q and the leadership-proposed “mitigation” 

(identified in the previous sections), as well as the TAM forecast the AYTU CEO provided for 

AR101, why would AYTU not confirm to investors the potential value assigned to Healight as a 

pipeline asset? 

 

"Rough" Potential Valuation for Healight Asset (Author) 

The use of Healight in conjunction with other pharmaceutical drugs was noted by its inventor Dr. 

Rezaie in a recent video that reiterated the prospects for this breakthrough technology. Amidst all 

the other concerns expressed herein, a suspicion exists that certain investors and stakeholders 

have been provided with greater insight into the development and value of this asset, driving 

what appears to be deliberate market manipulation. For example...  

https://www.researchsciencenetwork.com/videos?pgid=kyhx3c0r-3ef5374c-ab20-4452-ae05-ca6dd55c6d94
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609245321096864_origin.jpg


 

AYTU Healight and AVTX (Avalo Therapeutics) 

Other AYTU Assets and the Current Market Cap Valuation 

To do proper “Price Discovery”, an investor SHOULD include all assets the company owns the 

rights to then apply quantitative and qualitative fundamentals to determine the potential value of 

a company relative to its current market valuation. Interestingly, the two Wall Street analysts 

providing formal coverage of AYTU (H.C. Wainwright and Cantor Fitzgerald) have provided 

share price projections of $6 and $5, respectively, but neither of these SP forecasts includes the 

Healight or AR101 pipeline opportunities. They only include the commercialized assets (more 

on this later). 

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609199481985369_origin.jpg


 

AYTU's AR101 Pipeline Asset 

AR101 and Healight are the two prominent AYTU pipeline assets, but there are also many other 

assets that AYTU has promoted in the past or, as is often the case with AYTU, were uncovered 

by inquisitive retail investors through their own due diligence. Investors are provided either very 

little or generally misleading information on these various “overlooked” opportunities. 

For example, there has been very little disclosure by AYTU on the development of what was 

known as NT0502, one of only a few potential treatments for the rare disease sialorrhea, which 

the CEO and other key stakeholders emphasized in public forums to promote AYTU’s 

acquisition of Neos Therapeutics. Neos’ Chief Executive Officer, Jerry McLaughlin, stated: 

“I firmly believe Aytu BioScience is the right partner to continue the exceptional work our team 

has done to build the ADHD franchise into what it is today and to continue the development of 

NT0502 for the treatment of sialorrhea.” 

https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2020/12/10/2143034/36711/en/Aytu-BioScience-and-Neos-Therapeutics-Announce-Definitive-Merger-Agreement-Creating-a-Combined-100M-Revenue-Specialty-Pharmaceutical-Company.html
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609189005395746_origin.jpg


 

The "Forgotten" NT0502 Asset 

Another asset acquired in the Neos Therapeutics acquisition was the XR-oral disintegrating 

tablet (ODT) technology known as Rapidly Disintegrating Ionic Masking (“RDIM”). This asset 

was also heralded by AYTU leadership as a very promising technology that could add value to a 

variety of other applications. Unfortunately, there has been minimal to no further information 

provided to investors on how AYTU is developing this opportunity or what is being done by 

leadership to further monetize the RDIM technology. 

 

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-1660918515540805_origin.jpg
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-166091860191701_origin.jpg


Aytu's RDIM Technology Asset 

The MiOXSYS medical device, offloaded last year through an agreement with a private 

company, Caerus Biotech, that includes annual performance “royalties” for AYTU, appears to be 

progressing very well under its new owners, including being featured prominently in a clinical 

trial in the Barcelona Hospital where Healight is being trialed and establishing a distribution 

network. Despite these advancements, investors have not been informed on how much revenue 

the royalty arrangement generated thus far and what AYTU expects to receive in returns from 

this over the next three to five years. This device is considered “best in class” in the male fertility 

testing market, which has a significant TAM. 

 

The MiOXSYS Device 

Earlier in the year, terrific retail investor due diligence uncovered a website linking AYTU with 

Amman Pharmaceutical Industries, a private middle eastern pharmaceutical company with a 

diverse array of products and services, including drug contract manufacturing, which is a front-

burner initiative for AYTU. Eventually, AYTU provided a brief note on the relationship in the 

last 10-Q. It would appear, however, from FDA filings that this “material" relationship between 

Amman Pharmaceuticals and AYTU formally dates to at least November 2021, despite the 

public first formally hearing about it in May 2022. AYTU leadership chose to deliberately delay 

informing investors about this relationship and continues to play down its significance while an 

extreme undervaluation of AYTU persists in the market. I have reached out to the North 

American representative of API to discuss but have yet to receive a response. 

https://mioxsys.com/
https://caerus.bio/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27260688/
https://ammanpharma.com/
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609186501906433_origin.jpg


 

AYTU-Amman Pharmaceuticals Connection (Author) 

When questioned about what appeared to be a more complex relationship than formally 

acknowledged, AYTU’s response was: 

“The contract manufacturing you reference on the Aytu-branded website is an exploratory 

project we are evaluating with Amman Pharmaceuticals and is unrelated to the manufacture of 

our prescription products. To date, there have been no material agreements or revenues generated 

from this project. We are evaluating the viability of this potential business line and will discuss it 

in greater depth should it become material to our operations. 

Why are details on all of the AYTU assets important? Back in September 2021, the Cantor 

Fitzgerald analyst covering AYTU provided a detailed assessment of projected financial 

performance to FY2030 (see table below). It resulted in a 12-month SP forecast from Cantor of 

$11, not including potential revenue from any of the pipeline or other promising assets described 

herein. That forecast has since been revised down to $5 despite the solid development with all of 

these assets and with strong progress towards profitability, which was the two key pillars 

supporting Cantor’s “Bullish” case scenario for AYTU. Add the possible revenue from all the 

"ignored" AYTU assets to CF's forecasts and the projected SP should be multiples of their stated 

targets. This underscores why full disclosure is so important to proper Price Discovery. 

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609187410443141_origin.jpg


 

Cantor Fitzgerald's Income Projections for AYTU (October 2021) 

In light of the deficiencies identified by the SEC in asset valuation by AYTU leadership 

(referenced earlier), it would be reasonable for an investor to expect leadership to provide timely 

and fulsome updates on ALL of their pipeline opportunities and "exploratory" initiatives, but 

those requests have not been addressed. Like most everything in AYTU’s history, there is a 

pattern of deception and deliberate moves made to cover their tracks or do the "bare minimum" 

to cover their exposure from a legal perspective (such as the move to add a new “independent” 

Board member from the Innovus legacy to add an air of propriety to their executive 

compensation schemes). 

Conclusion 

The latest, egregious action by leadership occurred on August 15, 2022 after hours when they 

released a Proxy Statement calling for a special Shareholders Meeting on October 4th to vote on a 

Reverse Split at a ratio of up to 1 to 20, and based on shareholders of record as of August 11th, 

2022, after the most recent offering of over 23M shares and warrants. This type of action is 

further evidence of the historical and ongoing AYTU approach of “questionable behavior and 

practices” that favors certain investors and stakeholders at the expense of others. 

https://sec.report/Document/0001558370-22-013622/
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609190529232352_origin.jpg


 

The Hidden Costs of Bad Practices 

While investors need to take responsibility and manage their risk, there is also a reasonable 

expectation on the part of consumers that people in leadership positions of public entities will 

uphold their “duty of care” to all stakeholders. When this line is crossed, it is up to the regulatory 

bodies tasked with overseeing those marketplaces to investigate and, if necessary, intervene. I 

have submitted my concerns to the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC Investor 

Complaint Form) to review these perceived issues and render a professional opinion on their 

merits. 

There appears to be a great deal of value in the AYTU assets and the Company's resources but 

this will never be reflected in the share price or market cap until those responsible for the 

corruption are held accountable. The ends never justify the means when those ends are based on 

deception and cause harm to many while enriching a few. 

https://www.sec.gov/oiea/Complaint.html
https://www.sec.gov/oiea/Complaint.html
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2022/8/19/47785434-16609191621365008_origin.jpg
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